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Embedding tax planning into a company’s strategic focus early in
its lifecycle can significantly improve free-cash flows, create
greater buying power for strategic acquisitions and improve
global competitiveness.
A&M works with technology, biotech and life sciences companies to support their
strategic tax planning throughout the company’s lifecycle. We achieve results while
managing risk and guide companies through key business optimization strategies.
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With U.S. corporate tax rates among
the highest in the world and the low
likelihood that U.S. tax reform will
significantly lower corporate tax
rates, many high-tech & life sciences
companies continue to face
challenges in remaining competitive
in the global market.

A&M assists in the design of
operating structures that align
business goals with tax efficiencies
to improve the overall performance
of the business.

With proper planning, high-tech & life
sciences companies gain improved
cashflows for reinvestment in
corporate development, M&A
opportunities, lower effective tax
rates and cash taxes, and improved
operating structures.

ABOUT ALVAREZ & MARSAL
Founded in 1983, A&M is a leading global professional services firm that delivers operational, consulting, and
industry expertise to management and investors seeking to accelerate performance, overcome challenges and
maximize value across the corporate and investment lifecycles. Our tax practice turns responsiveness into results.
Our focus is on you and our tax advisory practice has a strategy that will help your company succeed. Our tax
professionals have a distinguished track record for working with companies and their investors to address complex
tax issues. We work diligently to understand your business, your challenges, your goals, and your needs. Together
with our global partners, we strive for a common goal: practical advice, responsibly delivered.

